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Program Description
The Department of Geography in Penn State's College of Earth
and Mineral Sciences offers a strong mix of human, physical, and
methodological components that comprise the core of the Geography
major. Combining geography with other areas of study allows students
to choose from a broad range of topics in order to suit their individual
interests. Undergraduate degrees in geography are offered in the
Bachelor of Science (BS) and in the Bachelor of Arts (BA). Both
programs offer an integrated course of study in which students
learn fundamental concepts in physical and human geography while
developing methodological proficiency in qualitative analysis, spatial
analysis, and/or geospatial technologies.

The Bachelor of Arts (BA) major is a broader liberal-arts based program
that incorporates foreign language study and courses outside the
major in combination with core and elective geography courses. The
BA Geography major is especially appropriate for students seeking a
deeper understanding of the human experience and human-environment
interactions, planning to combine their degree with concurrent majors
and minors, or intending to pursue postgraduate work in geography or
related disciplines.

In both the B.A. and B.S., students can customize and specialize their
programs through the completion of undergraduate certificates. The
Geography major can provide preparation for a career in business,
industry, or government. Geographers with bachelor's degrees are
currently being placed in federal, state, and local administrative and
planning agencies and in private firms that specialize in planning and
development or in environmental, socioeconomic, or location analysis.

What is Geography?
What do Amnesty International, Boeing, National Geographic, and Esri
have in common? Penn State geographers are there, hard at work every
day. Our students and alumni are behind the maps you use daily, as well
as the policies that shape our cities and the analysis that sustains our
environment. Geographers help shape the future design of cities and
infrastructure. Geographers assess impacts of rising sea levels, melting
glaciers, and tropical storms, as well as study impacts of wild fires or
manage wetlands. Geographers analyze new markets and locations
for businesses. Geographers use cutting-edge satellite data to defend
human rights by detecting large-scale abuses. Geographers also work
directly with local people on social justice issues such as health and
migration. If you want to change the world, there is no better discipline for
people who thrive on complex challenges and want to make a real impact
on lives and our environment.

You Might Like This Program If...
• You want to understand and influence the economic, political, and

environmental forces that shape our world.
• You want to make maps using cutting-edge technology to understand

people and environments to make a difference in our world.

• You want to work at the intersection of science, technology, and
policy in information technology, business, nonprofits, local, state, or
federal governments, or education.

• You are passionate about issues of human and environmental justice.


